Yr3 Learning Letter - Friday 11th January 2019
Maria’s Class
English
The focus in English this week was linked with our geography
topic:

•

We used Google Earth to find our school and zoom out to outer space and
then back in again. After completing our nested hierarchy we wrote sentences to
explain to a visitor from out of space how to find where we were.

Maths
Learning included:
•

Use knowledge of multiplication and division facts to
compare statements using inequality symbols e.g

•

Comparing statements involving multiplication and division
of 3, 4 and 8’s;

•

Related Calculation: use known multiplication facts to solve
other multiplication problems; understand that because one
of the numbers in the calculation has got ten times bigger,
then the answer will also become ten times bigger; use
concrete manipulatives e.g. counters, to develop conceptual
understanding.

Foundation
To begin our new topic, Maptastic, Year 3 took part in a
geographical walk to Forest Hill to identify human and physical
features of the area. Learning also included:
•

Locating themselves on a map;

•

Using an atlas;

•

Creating a nested hierarchy where the children ordered

•

Learning about compass points;

•

Scrutinising images of Forest Hill across different time

statements about location from nearest to furthest points;

periods and discussing differences betweem then and now
•

Making an individual sketch map and write directions of the
route.

Home Learning
Maths
Continue learning the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 times tables in sequence
and randomly.

Practice other examples x3, x4, x8
Topic
Think about your walk or drive to school. Have a go at drawing a
map to show the route to get there.
Spellings
Remember to keep practising your beautiful handwriting. To help
remember the spellings, try including the words in sentences
with different starters, e.g. fronted adverbials.

